Woodmill 2.5" Knotty Alder Shutter Blinds

Alder wood materials
» Alder is one of the most beautiful stained woods—it compares very favorably to cherry, maple, pine and many other
species
» Our alder wood blinds can only be ordered with knots and are purposely meant to provide a rustic and warm look to a
room; many characteristics of these blinds, such as flat grain, rough spots, grain inconsistencies, open knots, mineral
streaks, slight movement in the slat profile (especially at the knots), etc., are desirable traits that make these blinds truly
unique from other window coverings and add to their overall beauty
» Alder is quickly becoming one of the more popular choices for trim, cabinets, doors and other millwork products in the
home
» Our alder comes from responsibly managed US forests
Parts are kiln dried to a low moisture content
» Properly kiln-dried lumber is more stable minimizing the risk of bowing and warping of parts
4-Step Staining Process
» The highest quality staining, sealing and hand-sanding processes are used to make each shutter blind unique
» Custom color matching is available
Elliptical Slat Profile
» Gives the blind a more substantial look that is similar to a shutter
» Better views—the 2.5” wide slats allow for wider ladder spacing and open up the views out of a window compared to other
2” blind products
Compliment Alder Wood Shutters
» These beautiful blinds are offered in the same stain colors as are the Alder Wood Shutters and, therefore, can be used as
a lower cost alternative to compliment the shutters
(2) Valance choices and trapezoid bottom rails are standard
» The customer can select one of two wide-valance options (a smooth elliptical plantation shutter valance or a decorative
crown valance) to make their blinds even more unique
» Trapezoid bottom rails increase the high-end look of these blinds
Cloth Tapes Available
» Adds a bit of softness to these beautiful wood products and allows for the blinds to be blended into other color schemes in
a room
» Eliminates light penetration through the route holes (Note: because of the possible closure issues inherent with all 2.5”
wide blinds, we do not offer a routeless option for these blinds at this time)
Broad Selection of Stain Colors
» Allows matching to individual customer tastes and preferences
» Custom stain matching available

